EFFECTS OF ROTATION ON UNSTEADY FLUID FLOW AND FORCED CONVECTION IN THE ROTATING CURVED SQUARE DUCT WITH A SMALL CURVATURE
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Abstract. In recent years, the analysis of flow disposition in a curved duct (CD) has greatly attracted researchers because it is broadly used in engineering devices. In the present paper, unsteady flow characteristics of energy transfer (HT) in a rotating curved square duct (CSD) have been presented with the aid of spectral method. The key purpose of this study is to explore rotational effects and heat transfer (HT) of the duct. For this purpose, time-evolution calculation is performed over the Taylor number (-1500 ≤ Tr ≤ 1500) and other parameters are fixed; e.g., Dean number (Dn = 1000), Curvature (δ = 0.015) and Prandtl number (Pr = 7.0, for water). Firstly, time-dependent behavior is accomplished for both clockwise and anticlockwise rotations. It is found that the flow instabilities are certainly governed by the change of Tr that has been justified by sketching phase spaces (PS). To observe the flow features, velocities including axial flow (AF), secondary flow (SF) and temperature profiles are disclosed for both rotations; and it is elucidated that 2- to 6-vortex solutions are generated for physically realizable solutions. Axial flow (AF) shows that two maximum-velocity regimes are produced which induces secondary flow (SF), and, consequently, a strong bonding between the AF and SF has been built up. It is observed that as the rotation is increased, the fluid is mixed considerably which boosts HT in the fluid. Finally, an assessment between the numerical and experimental data has been given, and a good agreement is observed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The investigation of developed fluid flows behavior and HT through a rotating curved duct (RCD) and like constrained domains is of essential interest of a great many researchers because of a multitude of its applications in the engineering fields, e.g., in transporting fluids, rotating-machinery, metallic industry, nuclear engineering, heat exchangers, gas turbines, electric generators, rocket engines and blade-to-blade passage for cooling systems. Numerous investigations into different types of ducts have been studied by many authors. Among them, Mondal et al. [1, 2] (square duct) and Yanase et al. [3] (rectangular duct), Rumsey et al. [4] (U-duct), Chandratileke et al. [5] (rectangular and elliptical duct), Ahmadloo et al. [6] (helical pipe) can be mentioned as outstanding analyses.

One of the prominent features in analyzing curved ducts refers to examination of steady and unsteady flow characteristics. Symmetric and asymmetric steady solution branches for a tightly coiled duct were gained by Liu and Wang [7]. They disclosed the structural displacements of bifurcation for changing the grid points and analyzed stability. Besides, they calculated the dynamical responses for several pseudo-Dean numbers. Yanase et al. [8] used two-dimensional geometry to study transitional behavior for the CD flow with large varying aspect ratios. Later, Yanase et al. [9] carried out a three-dimensional coordinate system to explore the same analysis for non-rotating CSD; then they differentiated their results from the previous ones. The US regarding the resistance coefficient and the fluid velocity for several Reynolds numbers and gap spacing parameters across multiple staggered rows of cylinders have been represented by Nazeer et al. [10]. They validated their periodic oscillation by the power spectrum analysis. Zhou et al. [11] used the PIV method to compare the unsteady flow characteristics in a half and fully dimpled circular cylinder for large Reynolds numbers. Zhang et al. [12] conducted unsteady behavior for four square-shaped cylinders where the cylinders were kept at an equal distance from each other. Hashemi et al. [13] measured the fluctuation of the velocity components regarding time through the curved pipe. Unsteady behaviors in a square enclosure with mixed convection have been steered out by Zhang et al. [14]. Wang and Yang [15] numerically and experimentally reported dynamical responses of the flow through the CD for various \( Dn \). Transient behaviors with thermal analysis in porous cavities for large aspect ratios have been calculated by Arpino et al. [16]. Mondal et al. [17, 18] computed the change of unsteady flow behavior, justifying by PS of US results, in the cooling and heating sidewalls for several \( Dn, Gr, Ar, \) and \( Tr \) numbers, respectively. Hasan et al. [19, 20] obtained three different types of flow oscillations such as steady-state, periodic, and chaotic flow for both rotating and non-rotating CD with small and moderate curvatures, respectively. Islam et al. [21] adopted function expansion and collocation method to seek out the USs for rotating curved rectangular duct (CRD) flow. Kurtulmus et al. [22] observed the Nusselt number effect in flow transition for converging and diverging channel. Zheng et al. [23] used \( k - \omega \) turbulence model in a serpentine tube to obtain the temperature oscillation and the effects of centrifugal and buoyancy force in the flow transition. Among the cited papers, most of the authors showed only flow transition; some of them investigated power spectrum density to justify the flow oscillation. But they did not illustrate the phase space which is an important phenomenon for regular and irregular flow transition. The present study, therefore, represents unsteady flow characteristics, and the flow transition is meticulously justified by sketching PS of the time change of flux that gives a clear view for the regular and irregular oscillation.

Flow visualization is another significant material for the duct because it recounts the effects of fluid and heat transfer mixing. It is known that Dean [24] was the first who
derived the governing equations of curved ducts. He related that the double-vortex secondary velocity converted into the quadruple-vortex one at the limit points of the steady solution and these two-vortices are named after him: the Dean vortices. He demonstrated that there are three types of potency such as centrifugal force, Coriolis force and body force working in the fluid flow. Here, it is noted that the centrifugal and Coriolis forces are influenced by the duct curvature and rotation, respectively. Ozaki and Maekawa [25] showed curvature effects in the curved duct flow. Numerical and experimental investigations with heat transfer through curved rectangular and elliptical ducts were illustrated by Chandratilleke et al. [26]. Ferdows et al. [27] explained the effects of the Dean number in the helical duct for different rotational numbers. Bayat et al. [28] developed numerical and experimental flow model to demonstrate the upshot of curvature and kinematic viscosity for curved and spiral micro-channel. Li et al. [29] pursued the numerical study of two-dimensional flow behavior for changing the curvature and Ar of the duct. Li et al. [29] pursued the numerical study of two-dimensional flow behavior for changing the bend and size of the channel. They further represented the three-dimensional stream-flow velocity where the flow fields were measured by using the particle image velocimetry technique. Watanabe and Yanase [30] attempted to develop a 3-D model to visualize the flow structures. Nowruz et al. [31] used the energy gradient method to report flow structure through a CRD with 120° inlet. Considering the perturbation method as the main tool, Norouzi and Biglari [32] accomplished the formation of secondary flow structures. They further sketched the vector plot of the secondary flow. Razavi et al. [33] performed flow structure, heat and entropy transmission through a rotating curved channel where they applied the second law of thermodynamics. The influence of centrifugal and hydrodynamic instability in the flow transition and heat conduction was attained by Hasan et al. [34, 35]. Sasmito et al. [36] evaluated the enhancement of heat transfer for the nano-fluid particle in coiled ducts. Al-Juhaishi et al. [37] elucidated the friction losses and heat generation in a curved duct. They demonstrated that heat transfer is dramatically induced by the baffles of the channel. Zhang et al. [38] suggested a 3D scheme to show the impact of centrifugal force on the heat flow across the curve tube. Zhang et al. [39] illustrated the chaotic flow and energy distribution under a critical buoyancy and rotation numbers. Schindler et al. [40] calculated the total amount of heat transfer and the fluid mixing when the turbulent flows occurred in a heated CSD. However, it is clear that the AF and SF velocity and the isotherms have a close interaction, which has not been explored in literature till today. The ongoing paper, therefore, represents a strong connection between the flow velocity and the isotherms together with the transitional flow characteristics and energy transfer in the duct.

2. Physical Model and Mathematical Formulation

Fig. 1 presents the present study considering a two-dimensional (2D) scheme of a curved duct with constant curvature as well as a laminar flow passing through the duct. The temperature difference is kept between two horizontal duct walls in which the lower wall is heated while the upper wall is cooled. The co-ordinate system with relevant notations is shown in Fig. 1.
The set of controlling equations is given as:

**Continuity equation:**

\[
\frac{\partial v_r}{\partial r} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial vz}{\partial \theta} + \frac{\partial v_y}{\partial y} = 0
\]  

**Momentum equations:**

\[
\frac{\partial v_r}{\partial t} + (v_r)v_r - \frac{v_y^2}{r} = -\frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial P}{\partial r} + \nu \left( \Delta v_r - \frac{v_y}{r^2} - \frac{2}{r^2} \frac{\partial v_y}{\partial \theta} \right)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial v_y}{\partial t} + (v_r)v_r + \frac{v_r v_y}{r} = -\frac{1}{\rho r} \frac{\partial P}{\partial \theta} + \nu \left( \Delta v_y - \frac{v_y}{r^2} + \frac{2}{r^2} \frac{\partial v_y}{\partial \theta} \right)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial v_y}{\partial t} + (v_r)v_y = -\left( \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial P}{\partial y} + \nu \Delta v_y + \beta g T \right)
\]

**Energy equation:**

\[
\frac{\partial T}{\partial t} + (v_r) T = \kappa \Delta T
\]

Here:

\[
v_r = v_r \frac{\partial}{\partial r} + v_y \frac{\partial}{\partial \theta} + v_y \frac{\partial}{\partial y}, \quad \Delta = \frac{\partial^2}{\partial r^2} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} + \frac{1}{r^2} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial \theta^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial y^2}
\]

where \(v_r, v_y, v_\theta\) are velocity components along axes \(r, \theta, y\), respectively.

To make dimensional Eqs. (1-5) into dimensionless by defining the following variables,
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$$r = L + dx', \ y = h \times y', \ L \times \theta = -dz', \ T = T \times \Delta T, \ v_r = v_x = U_0 \times u', \ v_y = v_y = U_0 \times v'.$$

$$v_0 = -v_z = U_0 \times w', \ \rho = \rho_0 U_0^2 P', \ G = -\frac{\partial P}{\partial z'}, \ \epsilon = \sqrt{\frac{2 \rho}{L}} = \sqrt{2 \delta}, \ \delta = \frac{d}{L}$$

The proportion of width to the duct curvature radius is curvature ($\delta$). Since the present study is 2-D flow which passes uniformly in the axial direction so $\frac{\partial p'}{\partial z'} = 0$. The derived equation is as follows:

Continuity equation:

$$\frac{\partial u'}{\partial x'} + \frac{\partial v'}{\partial y'} + \frac{\delta u'}{\beta'} + \frac{1}{\beta'} \frac{\partial w'}{\partial z'} = 0 \quad (6)$$

Momentum equations:

$$\frac{\partial u'}{\partial t'} + (v'.\nabla)u' - \frac{1}{2} \frac{\epsilon^2}{\beta'} \frac{w'}{\beta'} = -\frac{\partial P'}{\partial x'} + \frac{\epsilon}{\beta'} \left( \frac{\delta^2 u'}{\beta^2} \right) \quad (7)$$

$$\frac{\partial v'}{\partial t'} + (v'.\nabla)v' = -\frac{\partial P'}{\partial y'} + \frac{\epsilon}{\beta'} \left( \frac{\delta^2 v'}{\beta^2} \right) \quad (8)$$

$$\frac{\partial w'}{\partial t'} + (v'.\nabla)w' + \frac{1}{2} \frac{\epsilon^2}{\beta'} \frac{u'}{\beta'} = -\frac{G}{\beta'} + \frac{\epsilon}{\beta'} \left( \frac{\delta^2 w'}{\beta^2} \right) \quad (9)$$

Energy equation:

$$\frac{\partial T'}{\partial t'} + (v'.\nabla)T' = \frac{\kappa}{dU_0} \frac{\delta^2 T'}{\delta x'^2} \quad (10)$$

where,

$$\beta' = 1 + \delta x', \ (v'.\nabla) = u' \frac{\partial}{\partial x'} + v' \frac{\partial}{\partial y'} \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{\delta^2}{\delta x'^2} + \frac{\delta^2}{\delta y'^2} + \frac{\delta}{\beta'} \frac{\partial}{\partial x'}$$

The vorticity vector can be written as

$$\Omega = \frac{\partial v'}{\partial x'} - \frac{\partial u'}{\partial y'} = -\frac{1}{\beta'} \left( \frac{\delta^2}{\delta x'^2} + \frac{\delta^2}{\delta y'^2} - \frac{\delta}{\beta'} \frac{\partial}{\partial x'} \right) \quad (11)$$

and stream function as

$$u' = \frac{1}{\beta'} \frac{\partial \psi'}{\partial y'} \quad \text{and} \quad v' = -\frac{1}{\beta'} \frac{\partial \psi'}{\partial x'} \quad (12)$$

Now subtracting $\frac{\partial}{\partial y'} (9)$ from $\frac{\partial}{\partial x'} (8)$, we obtain the equation:

$$\frac{\partial \Omega}{\partial t'} + \left( u' \frac{\partial}{\partial x'} + v' \frac{\partial}{\partial y'} \right) \Omega = -\frac{\delta u'}{\beta'} + \frac{\epsilon^2}{\beta'} \frac{\partial w'}{\partial y'} + \frac{\delta^2}{\beta^2} \frac{\partial \Omega}{\partial x'} + \frac{G}{\beta'} \frac{\partial \psi'}{\partial y'} \quad (13)$$

$$+ \frac{\epsilon}{\beta'} \left( \frac{\delta^2}{\beta^2} \right) \frac{\partial \Omega}{\partial x'} + \frac{G}{\beta'} \frac{\partial \psi'}{\partial y'}$$

$$+ \frac{\delta g\Delta T}{U_0^2} \frac{\partial \psi'}{\partial x'}$$

$$+ \frac{\delta g\Delta T}{U_0^2} \frac{\partial \psi'}{\partial y'}$$
Then, moderated equations for \(w, \psi\) and \(T\) as follows (removing (\(\cdot\)) sign) are:

\[
\beta \frac{\partial w}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (w \psi)}{\partial (x, y)} = -Dn \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial (x, y)^2} - \frac{\delta w}{\beta \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial y}} + \delta \frac{\partial w}{\partial x} - \delta Tr \frac{\partial w}{\partial y},
\]

(14)

\[
\left(\frac{\delta}{\beta \frac{\partial}{\partial x}} \right) \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial T} = -\frac{1}{\beta} \frac{\partial}{\partial (x, y)} \left(\frac{2 \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial x}}{\beta \frac{\partial^2 \psi}{\partial (x, y)^2}} - \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial x} \frac{\partial^2 \psi}{\partial (x, y)^2} - \frac{\partial \psi \frac{\partial^2 \psi}{\partial (x, y)^2}}{\partial x} \right) + \frac{\partial w}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial x} \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} + \frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial x} \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} \left(\frac{\delta}{\beta \frac{\partial}{\partial x}} \right).
\]

(15)

where,

\[
\Delta_2 = \frac{\delta^2}{\beta^2} + \frac{\delta^2}{\beta^2}, \quad \beta = 1 + \delta x \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{\partial (P, \psi)}{\partial (x, y)} = \frac{\partial P}{\partial x} \frac{\partial Q}{\partial y} - \frac{\partial P}{\partial y} \frac{\partial Q}{\partial x}.
\]

The non-dimensional parameters that characterize the flow appear in Eqs. (14-16): Dean number, \(Dn\left(\frac{\alpha^3 \beta d}{\mu L}\right)\), Taylor number, \(Tr\left(\frac{2 \beta^2 \delta^2 \psi^2}{\alpha^2 d^3}\right)\), Grashof number, \(Gr\left(\frac{\beta \gamma x d}{\alpha^2 d^3}\right)\) and Prandtl number, \(Pr\left(\frac{\nu}{\kappa}\right)\).

The boundary conditions for \(w\) and \(\psi\) are

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{at} & \quad 0, x = \pm 1, y = y \\
\text{and} & \quad 0, x = x, y = \pm 1
\end{align*}
\]

(17)

and for temperature \(T\) are considered as

\[
\begin{align*}
T & = 1, x = x, y = 1 \\
T & = -1, x = x, y = -1 \\
T & = y, x = \pm 1, y = y
\end{align*}
\]

(18)

The considered fluid is water (\(Pr = 7.0\)), and we run computational simulations for \(Dn = 1000, Gr = 100, \delta = 0.015\), and \(Tr \in [-1500, 1500]\).

3. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

3.1. Numerical Procedure

Since the method is numerically based, we have used the Spectral method as a numerical technique to solve the Eqs. (14-16). This is the best method for solving the Navier-Stokes as well as energy equations (Gottlieb and Orszag [41] and Mondal [42]). By this method the
variables are expanded into a series of functions consisting of Chebyshev polynomials. Expansion functions $\mu_n(\eta)$ and $\phi_n(\eta)$ are stated as

$$
\mu_n(\eta) = (1-\eta^2)^{1/2} F_n(\eta), \\
\phi_n(\eta) = (1-\eta^2)^{1/2} F_n(\eta)
$$

(19)

where, $F_n(\eta) = \cos(n \cos^{-1}(\eta))$ is the $n$th order Chebyshev polynomials. Furthermore, $w(\eta, \gamma, t)$, $\psi(\eta, \gamma, t)$ and $T(\eta, \gamma, t)$ are expanded in terms of $\mu_n(\eta)$ and $\phi_n(\eta)$ as:

$$
w(\eta, \gamma, t) = \sum_{m=0}^{M} \sum_{n=0}^{N} w_{mn}(t) \mu_m(\eta) \mu_n(\gamma) \\
\psi(\eta, \gamma, t) = \sum_{m=0}^{M} \sum_{n=0}^{N} \psi_{mn}(t) \phi_m(\eta) \phi_n(\gamma) \\
T(\eta, \gamma, t) = \sum_{m=0}^{M} \sum_{n=0}^{N} T_{mn}(t) \mu_m(\eta) \mu_n(\gamma) - \gamma
$$

(20)

where $M$ and $N$ represent the truncation numbers along the $x$- and $y$-directions, respectively. In order to obtain the nonlinear algebraic equations for expansion coefficients $w_{mn}$, $\psi_{mn}$ and $T_{mn}$, the expansion coefficients have been substituted into the Eqs. (14-16) and the collocation method is applied. Collocation points $(x_i, y_j)$ are taken to be

$$
x_i = \cos \left[ \pi \left( 1 - \frac{i}{M+2} \right) \right], \quad i=1, \ldots, M+1 \\
y_j = \cos \left[ \pi \left( 1 - \frac{j}{N+2} \right) \right], \quad j=1, \ldots, N+1
$$

(21)

To obtain the time-dependent evolution of $w_{mn}$, $\psi_{mn}$ and $T_{mn}$, we substitute the required series expansion (20) into basic Eqs. (14-16).

### 3.2. Flux through the Duct

The flux representing total flow in a curved duct is calculated by the following formula

$$Q' = \int_{-d}^{d} \int_{-d}^{d} \bar{w}^' dx' dy' = V dQ
$$

(22)

where, $Q$: dimensional heat-flux; $\bar{w}^'$ : mean axial velocity which is defined by

$$
\bar{w}^' = \frac{Q^'}{4d}
$$

(23)

Converting the dimensional Eq.(22) into a non-dimensional form, flux $Q$ is formulated as

$$Q = \int_{-1}^{1} \int_{-1}^{1} w dx dy
$$

(24)
3.3. Grid Efficiency

Table 1: The values of $Q$ and $w(0,0)$ for various $M$ and $N$ at $Dn = 1000$, $Gr = 100$, $Tr = 500$ (positive rotation) and $Tr = -500$ (negative rotation) and $\delta = 0.015$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>$N$</th>
<th>$Q$</th>
<th>$w(0,0)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive Rotation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>291.1740208493</td>
<td>382.6415407505</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>291.4440637777</td>
<td>378.9279648439</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>291.5043954187</td>
<td>378.2773776991</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>291.5491957619</td>
<td>379.0478252693</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>291.5511087350</td>
<td>379.0911636619</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Rotation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>322.2820420248</td>
<td>381.0710697212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>322.2817278220</td>
<td>381.0904822522</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>322.2795158289</td>
<td>381.3121404054</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>322.2790330741</td>
<td>381.4151170197</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>322.2787357133</td>
<td>381.5126278631</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here, grid efficiency is carried out for truncation numbers $M$ and $N$. As the research deals with square duct flow, so $M$ and $N$ are considered as equal. In this study, the values of axial flow and heat flux for both co-rotation and counter-rotation are taken for different truncation numbers where the parameters of governing equations are fixed. Table 1 shows grid accuracy; it can be seen that the values do not show any substantial change for increasing or decreasing the truncation numbers. To get sufficient accuracy, $M = (N) = 20$ has been taken for numerical simulation.

4. RESULTS

In the following discussion, transitional behavior of the fluid flow is performed for fixed Grashof number, $Gr (= 100)$; curvature, $\delta (= 0.015)$ and Dean number, $Dn (= 1000)$ and parameter $Tr$ (Taylor number); geometric significance is duct rotation, varied from 1500 to 1500. The programming algorithm of the governing equations is developed by allocating three methods including the Crank-Nicolson, Adam-Bashforth, and function collocation method simultaneously. Moreover, the characteristics of the axial velocity, secondary flow and energy distribution from contour plots for co-rotation and counter-rotation have also been explored in this study.

4.1. Time-dependent Flow Behaviors

4.1.1. Case I: Co-rotation ($0 \leq Tr \leq 1500$)

Initially, we consider Taylor number $Tr = 10$. The time-dependent of the unsteady solution (US) is analyzed and found that the unsteady flow gives a multi-periodic solution in $t - Q$ plane as plotted in Fig. 2(a). The recognition of multi-periodicity is examined by the phase space (PS) analysis as depicted in Fig. 2(b). Here, the PS is calculated from the unsteady solution and sketched in the $\lambda - \gamma$ plane, where $\gamma$ is prescribed by $\gamma = \int w dx dy$. The phase space in Fig. 2(b) narrates the ability of the tremble as a function of frequency at which the frequencies have potent and at which the frequencies are feeble. Axial velocity, stream function and isotherms are shown in Fig. 3. The observation from the AF is that the particle
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has pressed opposite to the duct’s outer circumference. From the stream function, 2- to 4-vortex solution is found for $Tr = 10$. It is found that the axial velocity and the stream function have a close bond. At $t = 26.00$ and $t = 26.30$, two high-velocity portions are produced at the outer circumference of the bend; as a result, two new vortices are generated. Here, the newly-produced two-vortices are known as Dean vortices and the previous two-vortices are called Ekman vortices. It is further illustrated that the two new vortices at $t = 26.00$ are smaller than those at $t = 26.30$. This has happened because of the influence of the axial flows. More explicitly, at $t = 26.00$, only a pair of high-velocity regions are created at the outer circumference where no dumbbells are formed. On the other hand, at $t = 26.30$, a pair of high velocity regions are generated with a pair of dumbbells at the left-top and left-bottom of the enclosure. As a result, newly-created two vortices at $t = 26.30$ are larger than the two vortices formed at $t = 26.00$. It is also remarked that, due to dumbbells at $t = 26.30$, the flow velocity is stronger than that at $t = 26.00$ due to the centrifugal force of the duct. Temperature profiles show that heat is transferred exceedingly at $t = 26.00$ and $t = 26.30$ within the time ($25.90 \leq t \leq 26.40$). It is easily demonstrated that when the flow velocity is strong, more heat is transferred which proves that the fluid is mixed excessively when the velocity of the flows is strong.

**Fig. 2** Transient solution for $Tr = 10$ (a) $Q$ as a function of time, (b) PS of (a)

**Fig. 3** Velocity contour (top & middle) and isotherm (bottom) for $Tr = 10$
If the rotational speed is extended, the multi-periodic flow converts into a steady-state solution. Fig. 4(a) shows steady-state solutions for $Tr = 200$ and $Tr = 400$. In the region $200 \leq Tr \leq 400$, as we increase the value of the Taylor number, the heat-flux value decreases and the steady-state solutions are organized accordingly. Axial velocity, stream function and isotherm are visualized in Fig. 4(b) and found only symmetric 2-vortex secondary flow patterns.

Regular oscillation starts for $Tr > 750$. Here, we investigate time-development of the US for $Tr = 900$ and the outcomes are plotted in Fig. 5(a) which indicates the periodic oscillation. To ensure it more, PS is also computed as displayed in Fig. 5(b). The path line of the PS, displaying multiple orbits, can show that the flow is in the initial stage of a multi-periodic oscillation instead of the periodic oscillation created at $Tr = 900$. This has occurred because the flow characteristics are significantly affected by the Coriolis force. The AF, asymmetric 2-vortex stream function and isotherm are shown in Fig. 6.
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Due to disorientation in periodic and multi-periodic flow, we investigate time-dependent solution from $Tr = 950$ to $Tr = 1300$. It is elucidated that the oscillation for the required $Tr$ is certainly multi-periodic. Fig. 7(a) represents the multi-periodic flow for $Tr = 1300$. The PS drawn in Fig. 7(b) shows that multiple orbits are produced and the path lines overlap with each other. It is further expressed that the area of steam function is growing for increasing $Tr$. So, it can be said that the multi-periodic oscillation is nearly at the terminal stage. Flow patterns with isotherms are drawn (see Fig. 8). It is noticed that 2-vortex asymmetric secondary flow is created at $Tr = 1300$ where the axial flow and the temperature profiles bear their usual significances.

Fig. 6 Velocity contour (top & middle) and isotherm (bottom) for $Tr = 900$

Fig. 7 Transient solution for $Tr = 1300$ (a) $Q$ as a function of time, (b) PS of (a)
If $Tr$ is raised more, the multi-periodic flow transforms into an irregular oscillation i.e., the flow is chaotic. The chaotic oscillation starts at $Tr = 1350$ approximately and continues till $Tr = 1500$. The characteristics of the unsteady flow for $Tr = 1450$ are shown in Fig. 9(a). It is observed that the flow oscillates more at the irregular (chaotic) flow than the regular (periodic/ multi-periodic) oscillation and the density of the oscillation enhances as $Tr$ increases. PS of the chaotic oscillations is also enumerated (see Fig. 9(b)), which justifies the flow configuration as it was anticipated. From the phase space, the path lines pass over each other in the $\lambda - \gamma$ plane; as a result, a critical flow characteristic has been found. It can be said that due to increase of $Tr$, the flow oscillation is enhanced gradually. As a consequence, the vibration of fluid particle increases, for this reason; the fluid particles are amalgated which prolongs the overall heat transfer in flow. Axial velocity, stream function and isotherms are depicted in Fig. 10 for $Tr = 1450$.

![Fig. 8 Velocity contour (top & middle) and isotherm (bottom) for $Tr = 1300$](image)

**Fig. 8** Velocity contour (top & middle) and isotherm (bottom) for $Tr = 1300$

**Fig. 9** Transient solution for $Tr = 1450$ (a) $Q$ as a function of time, (b) PS of (a)
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Fig. 10 Velocity contour (top & middle) and isotherm (bottom) for $Tr = 1450$

4.1.2. Case II: Counter-Rotation ($-1500 \leq Tr < 0$)

First, we realize the time-development of the US for $Tr = -30$, and it represents the multi-periodic oscillation as Fig. 11(a). PS is further plotted in Fig. 11(b) for explaining the multi-periodicity properly.

Fig. 11 Transient solution for $Tr = -30$ (a) $Q$ as a function of time, (b) PS of (a)

It is demonstrated that the path lines of the PS coincide at the starting point after completing two cycles. Flow velocity (axial velocity), stream function and corresponding isotherms are exhibited in Fig. 12. AF patterns describe that, when two-vortex asymmetric solutions are formed, the flow velocity is towards the concave wall of the system ($t = 17.70$). It is obtained that the axial velocity forms a dumbbell shape at the right side of the contour ($t = 17.60$) and as a consequence, another vortex has appeared in the lower part of the duct. At time $t = 17.80$, SF consists of 4-vortex solution for generating the maximum-velocity regime. It is also observed that at $t = 17.90$, two maximum-velocity regimes are found where the area of upward part is smaller than the area of below part and the single dumbbell appeared at the
bottom wall; for this reason, the lower vortex is larger than the upper one, resulting in a four-vortex secondary flow. The isotherms illustrate that when the AF does not produce maximum-velocity regime, the density of the isotherm stream is less but the opposite criteria are found when AF generates the maximum-velocity regimes. So, it can be easily said that the AF definitely affects the secondary vortex including isotherms.

With further increase of $Tr$ in the negative direction, another flow transformation occurs at $Tr = -160$, where the multi-periodic flow shifts to a steady-state flow. It should be mentioned here that the steady-state flow initiates at $Tr = -160$ and terminates at $Tr = -390$ as found from the linear stability analysis. Fig. 13(a) displays the steady-state solution at $Tr = -230$. Flow characteristics including axial velocity, stream function and isotherms are visualized in Fig. 13(b), where 4-vortex symmetric secondary vortices are noted for the steady-state solution.

**Fig. 12** Velocity contour (top & middle) and isotherm (bottom) for $Tr = -30$

**Fig. 13** Transient solution for $Try = -230$ (a) $Q$ as a function of time, (b) Velocity contour (top & middle) and isotherm (bottom) for $Try = -230$
When the values of $Tr$ are gradually increased at $Tr = -400$, the steady-state flow turns into a multi-periodic flow (Fig. 14(a)). The PS of the multi-periodic flow is represented in Fig. 14(b), which shows that the streamlines have two multiple orbits before they converge at the starting point. Axial velocity, stream function and isotherms are revealed in Fig. 15. Interesting types of flow properties are found at $Tr = -400$. The AF has pushed to the right side of the contour. The secondary vortices of the flow patterns depict that due to the Coriolis force in the negative direction the dotted lines are produced at the duct's ceiling wall and the solid lines are created at the duct's bottom wall. As a consequence of these types of rotation of negatively, the Ekman vortices have originated at the duct's interior portion. Here, there is also a relationship established between axial velocity, stream function, and isotherms. For example, at $t = 14.45$, a pair of high-velocity regions with double dumbbells of axial flow are produced at the duct's interior side; hence in a four-vortex secondary flow is generated where the two new vortices are generated at the duct's interior side. Besides, the dumbbells of the bottom side of axial flow are, for this reason, smaller than those at the upper one. Although the

![Fig. 14 Transient solution for $Try = -400$ (a) $Q$ as a function of time, (b) PS of (a)](image)

![Fig. 15 Velocity contour (top & middle) and isotherm (bottom) for $Try = -400$](image)
two vortices look similar, the vortex of the part below is smaller than that of the upward part. However, in brief, despite of changing direction of the axial velocity, the meaning of flow characteristics is the same as in axial and secondary flow. Mainly, the flow velocity direction changes because of the duct rotation. It is noted that the fluid mixing and total heat distribution in the flow are undoubtedly affected by the change in direction of the flow rate.

Now, we manifest the transitional characteristics of the flow at \(Try = -730\). Fig. 16(a) shows a steady-state solution. Axial flow, stream function and isotherms are explored in Fig. 16(b).

If the Coriolis force is more raised at \(Try = -1100\), the steady-state solution jumps to the periodic oscillation (see Fig. 17(a)). Speaking more clearly about regular oscillation, PS is enumerated as drawn in Fig. 17(b) which deliberates that the stream lines meet at the starting point after completing an orbit. The AF and SF and isotherms are shown in Fig. 18. Then, we further explore unsteady characteristics for \(Try = -1450\). It is narrated that the time evolution delivers irregular oscillation as shown in Fig. 19 (a). To have a better understanding of the flow movement, PS is also calculated as depicted in Fig. 19(b). According to PS, it is analyzed that the direction of the stream flow moves arbitrarily in the \(\lambda - \gamma\) plane, and the line spectrums oscillate continuously. Fig. 20 displays AF, SF and isotherms where it is seen that 2- to 4-vortex solutions are found at \(Try = -1450\) where the dotted lines are seen in the top wall and the additional vortices are situated in the inner wall of the duct. At \(t = 19.10\) for \(Try = -1450\), axial flow regions are created at the top, so that the secondary vortices are formed below. When 4-vortex solutions are found the axial flows are divided into two high-velocity regions and the fluids are mixed up more than those of the two-vortex solution as also shown by the temperature profiles. So, USs do not demonstrate only the time-dependent solutions but also disclose a connection between the liner stability, axial flows, secondary flows and the heat transfer.

![Fig. 16](image)

**Fig. 16** Transient solution for \(Try = -730\) (a) \(Q\) as a function of time, (b) Velocity contour (top & middle) and isotherm (bottom)
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**Fig. 17** Transient solution for $Tr = -1100$ (a) $Q$ as a function of time (b) PS of (a)

**Fig. 18** Velocity contour (top and middle) and isotherm (bottom) for $Tr = -1100$

**Fig. 19** Transient solution for $Tr = -1450$ (a) $Q$ as a function of time (b) PS of (a)
4.2. Vortex generation of unsteady solutions

Now, the observation of the number of vortices of US for monitoring varying $Tr$ is performed by the bar diagram. Fig. 21 presents the variation of $\theta$ at $\delta = 0.015$ and $Tr$ varying from -1500 to 1500 in the $(Tr - \theta)$ plane. Also, 2- to 4-vortex solutions have been visible for varying value of $Tr$. The maximum numbers of vortices are produced for weak rotation causing the resulting force of Centrifugal, Coriolis and Buoyancy forces.

4.3. Heat Transfer

Heat transfer (HT) through the duct for both rotation (co-rotation and counter-rotation) is calculated as shown in Figs. 22(a) and 22(b), respectively. Here, the cooling and heating sidewalls are achieved from the time-independent (steady branch) solution which is marked by the solid lines. The symbols are determined by taking the time average of the US for constant $Tr$. 
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It is clearly shown, in the above two figures, that the average Nusselt number for cooled and heated side walls follows approximately a linear trend with increasing $Tr$ in the negative direction while a slightly curved trend is in the positive direction. So, the heat is transferred for negative rotation more than for positive one for both cooling and heating walls. The cause of it is the duct rotation. Moreover, because of the advection in the duct, time-average of the transient flow at the cooling sidewall passes less heat than that at the cooling wall. In addition, the flow transition and heat transfer throughout the duct are related to each other. The steady-state in the time-dependent flow transfers less heat than the regular and irregular oscillation. This has occurred because of fluid fixing. More precisely, in comparison to the steady-state solution, the flows vibrate more at periodic, multi-periodic, and chaotic oscillations. As a result, the fluid particles collide with each other and enhance heat transfer.

4.4 Validation of the Study

Here, a comparative study between the numerical and experimental investigations has been provided for both curved square duct (CSD) flow so as to validate our current study. There are numerous authors who have disclosed the experimental outcomes of the curved square duct flow. Yamamoto et al. [43] investigated experimentally the rotating curved square duct flow. They adopted the visualization technique to explore the experimental outcome with a constant curvature $\delta = 0.3$. Yamamoto et al. [43] used a water flow tank where the dye was injected continuously and this dye was adjusted by the alcohol to be the same as the weight of water. At first, they fixed the positive rotation at $Tr = 150$ and took photographs at an angle 180° inlet for several values of $Dn$. The same work was then conducted for negative rotation at $Tr = -150$. In the present study, we fix our parameters according to Yamamoto et al [43] experiments. Then we obtain the numerical outcome of the secondary flow for several values of $Dn$ as shown in Fig. 23 which shows a perfect match between our numerical computations and investigational outcomes.

---

Fig. 22 Nusselt number variation for varying $Tr$: (a) positive rotation, (b) negative rotation
Fig. 23 Experimental (left, Yamamoto et al. [43]) vs. numerical (right, authors) results for rotating curved square duct flow; (a) $Tr = 150$, (b) $Tr = -150$

5. Discussions

There is a large interest of engineering community in studying the flow characteristics in a curved system because it has a wide range of real-life applications including heat exchangers, chemical mixing, power industry, rotating electrical machinery etc. as well as other application areas such as blood flow in human veins and arteries. The researchers are, therefore, interested in investigating different types of phenomena by changing the governing equations. Here, we discuss contributions and limitations of some papers published in literature and try to explain what is new in the ongoing exploration. Yang et al. [44] used CFD based Fluent software and user-defined function to expose flow vibration and time-dependent flow configuration through a circular cylinder. Khanafer et al. [45] conducted Nk5000 code to explore the effect in streamlines and isotherms with changing parameters and showed that the rotational speed expressively enhances overall heat throughout the fluid than other parameters such as Ri and Re number. Geike [46] reported the cavitation phenomena in the viscoelastic fluid flows. Dolon et al. [47] studied the flow analyses as well as the centrifugal influence in the duct size. Mousavi et al. [48] conducted nanofluid and thermal radiation through a needle to narrate the velocity ratio for the change of magnetic parameters. Bibin et al. [49] used vector plot to represent the axial velocity and showed temperature contour at several axial locations. Umavathi and Beg [50] applied finite difference method to demonstrate viscous and buoyancy effects in the secondary and isotherm for temperature different fluid through a vertical duct. Nobari et al. [51] analyzed the behavior of AF and SF pattern in annular duct at different inlets. They also calculated heat transfer in the duct but they did not visualize the isotherm variation in their exploration. Riyi et al. [52] elucidated heat transport and temperature profiles in the inner and outer inlet of the curved annular duct experimentally for a large range of Re. Mansour et al. [53] discussed the fluid mixing in three different tubes for several Dn over a large
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range of the Re but their research did not provide any discussion of flow velocity or fluid mixing contours. Tanweer et al. [54] performed transitional behaviors with respect to several coefficients and observed heat transfer when the cylinder is near the moving wall. Though their study discussed heat transfer in a three-dimensional coordinate system, the investigation is limited for low Reynolds number. Hasan et al. [55-57] adopted spectral technique to explore time-dependent flow characteristics across the circular and non-circular channels including centrifugal and body force effects. However, no study is published so far that describes hydrothermal behavior of transient flow characteristics and energy distribution with forced convection in a curved square geometry with the effects of rotation, namely, the study which is successfully accomplished in this paper. Besides, a relationship among the axial velocity, stream function and isotherms is presented, and it is revealed that HT is enhanced substantially with increasing rotation, which has not been mentioned in the literature till now. The present study may improve the heat generation and transmission knowledge that constitute a new epoch in related fields to produce energy-related machinery.

6. CONCLUSION

The continuing study determines a spectral-based numerical approach on fluid flow and heat transfer through a CSD at rotating stage with a small curvature considering the bottom wall heating and the top wall cooling, the sidewalls are well insulated to prevent any heat loss. A wide-range of the Taylor numbers (Tr) ranging from -1500 to 1500 is considered for different curvature ratio 0.015 and aspect ratio 1. The numerical findings are validated with the available experimental data. The following conclusions are drawn from the present study:

▪ Time-development flow as well as phase-space of the time progression results shows that the transient flow endures in the consequence “multi-periodic → steady state → periodic → multi-periodic → chaotic”, if Tr is increased in the positive direction; for negative rotation, however, the flow experiences the evolution: “multi-periodic → steady state → multi-periodic → steady state → periodic → chaotic”.

▪ Flow instability at negative rotation shows more transiency than that at positive rotation, and it is found that the regular and irregular oscillation at high rotation becomes stronger than that at small rotation.

▪ 2- to 6-vortex solutions are generated at the periodic, multi-periodic and chaotic flows, and the number of secondary vortices is significantly higher for the chaotic solutions while few for the steady-state solution.

▪ A strong bond between the AF and SF has been established for regular and irregular oscillation which agrees well with temperature distribution. The study shows that heat transfer occurs prominently if the rotation is increased either in the positive or in the negative direction.

▪ A strong dominance among heating-induced buoyancy force and centrifugal-Coriolis instability is observed that augments flow interaction and enriches heat transfer in the flow. The study reveals that chaotic solutions boost heat transfer more effectively than the steady-state or other physically realizable solutions due to formation of significant number of Dean vortices at the outer concave wall.
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